Let A be a Lebesgue measure space. We interpret measures on A × A × R+ as 'maps' from A to A, which spread A along itself; their Radon-Nikodym derivatives also are spread. We discuss basic properties of the semigroup of such maps and the action of this semigroup in the spaces L p (A).
a one-point compactification of G, see [4] ). But for infinite-dimensional groups picture changes. The following 'experimental facts' hold:
-the Γ ρ is essentially larger than G;
-Γ = Γ ρ admits a universalization (mantle of G) with respect to ρ; -Γ admits an explicit description;
-Γ is an effective tool for investigation representations of G.
1.3. Action of a mantle on a measure space. Let an infinite dimensional group G act on a measure space by transformation leaving a measure quisiinvariant (a big zoo of such actions is known, see survey [13] and more recent constructions in [16] , [6] , [1] ). In [13] there were proposed (partially precise, partially heuristic) arguments, which show that the mantle Γ acts on A by polymorphisms.
In [15] and [17] such actions were explicitly described in two simplest cases: for groups of natural symmetries of Gaussian measures and Poisson measures. It seems to me that formulas are unusual. There arises a problem to describe such actions in more complicated cases. The problem can be formulated in Olshanski's spirit: to describe the closure of G in Gms(A).
Purposes of the paper.
Basic facts about polymorphisms were formulated in [11] , [15] without proofs. The present text is a step backward, we present these proofs and provide works [15] , [17] and the problem formulated above by a necessary background. We discuss different versions of the definition of the product. Also for any polymorphism P ∈ Pol(A, B) we define the operator-valued function
where u ranges in the strip 0 Re u 1; on each line Re u = v the operators T u (P) are bounded as operators L 1/v (B) → L 1/v (A) whose norm is 1. The product of polymorphisms corresponds to the point-wise product of operatorvalued functions T u . This provides us by a 'dual language' for work with polymorphisms (see [15] , [17] ), on the other hand this requires detailed description of the correspondence between polymorphisms and holomorphic operator-valued functions.
1.5. Structure of the paper. Sections 2 an 3 contain preliminaries on Lebesgue measure spaces and Markov operators. In Section 4 we discuss some simple properties of the semiring of positive measures on R × . Polymorphisms are defined in Section 5. In Section 6 we discuss the action of polymorphisms in spaces L p .
Preliminaries. Lebesgue spaces.
A fundamental work on Lebesgue measure spaces is Rohlin [20] . See an exposition in [10] .
Lebesgue spaces.
A Lebesgue measure space 4 (A, α) is a space with a finite positive measure equivalent to a disjoint union of a segment [p, q] ⊂ R equipped with the Lebesgue measure and a finite or countable collection of points (atoms) having non-zero measures. We assume α(A) > 0.
We say that a measure is -probabilistic if α(A) = 1; -continuous if the set of atoms is empty; -discrete if A is a union of atoms. It is known that almost all spaces with finite measure, which appear in analysis, are Lebesgue.
We denote by α(M ) the measure of a measurable subset M ⊂ A. By f (a) dα(a) we denote integral with respect to α.
Such a space (a union of a segment and a collection of atoms) has a natural Borel structure. Below the term 'measurable set' (function) means measurable with respect to the Borel structure. Below a measure is a measure defined on the Borel σ-algebra.
Spaces L
p . For 1 p < ∞ consider the space L p (A, α) consisting of measurable functions (defined up to a.s) f satisfying
In this way we get a separable Banach space with norm
In this way we get a nonseparable Banach space. To avoid the nonseparability, we change the convergenve on L ∞ . We say that a sequence f j ∈ L ∞ converges to f if the sequence f j ∞ is bounded and for each ε > 0 a measure the set a ∈ A : |f j (a) − f (a)| > ε tends to 0 as j tends to ∞. We say that an
(for p = ∞ this holds due the correction of convergence 6 ). Moreover γ = g q 2.
3. Pushforward of a measure. Let (A, α) be a Lebesgue space, D be a space with the standard Borel structure. Let π : A → B be a measurable map. We define the measure β on B from the condition: β(N ) = α π −1 (N ) . The space (B, β) becomes a Lebesgue measure space.
Conditional measures.
A countable (or finite) partition X of a Lebesgue space (A, α) is a representation of A as a disjoint union of measurable subsets, X : A = ∪X j . The quotient space A/X is a discrete space, whose points a j have measures α(X j ).
A continual partition X : A = ∪ r∈R X r , where r ranges in a continual space R and X r are mutually disjoint, is measurable 7 if there exists a countable family of measurable subsets U j ⊂ A such that -each U j is a union ∪ r∈P X r , where P ⊂ R is a subset.
-the family U j separates X r , i.e., for two X r = X q there exists
We define a structure of a measure space on the quotient-space A/X ≃ R: a subset P ⊂ R is measurable iff ∪ r∈P X r is measurable and the measure of P is ρ(P ) := α ∪ r∈P X r .
The space A/X is Lebesgue and the map A → A/X is measurable. Conversely, for a measurable map of Lebesgue spaces g : A → B, the partition A = ∪ b∈B g −1 (b) is measurable. Recall the Rohlin Theorem. For a measurable partition X : A = ∪ r∈R X r there is a family of probability measures ξ r defined on almost all (with respect to the measure on A/X) sets X r such that for any measurable subset M ⊂ A and for almost all r the sets M ∩ X r ⊂ X r are measurable in X r and
Almost all spaces X r are Lebesgue. For integrable functions on A we have
The measures ξ r are called conditional measures.
Conditional expectation.
Let R = A/X, π : A → R be the projection, let ξ r be the conditional measures. We define the operator of conditional expectation 6 We evaluate γ on identifier functions of measurable sets and get a countably additive charge on A. For a set of zero measure this charge is 0. Therefore this charge is determined by an integrable function.
7 See, [20] , [10] . The partition of R with respect to the equivalence x ∼ y if x − y ∈ Q is an example of a non-measurable partition.
given by
On the other hand there is an isometric embedding
We also define the operator of conditional average
It can be represented as
These operators satisfy properties
Groups Ams(A)
. Let (A, α) be a space with continuous Lebesgue measure. By Ams(A) we denote the group of all measure preserving bijective a.s. maps A → A. Two elements g 1 , g 2 of Ams(A) coincide if g 1 (a) = g 2 (a) a.s.
The group Ams(A) acts in the space L p (A, α) by the isometric operators
The group Ams(A) is a separable topological group. The convergence is defined by the condition: g j → g if for any measurable subsets M , N ⊂ A we have
Groups Gms(A).
Recall that the measure α is quasi-invariant with respect to a bijective a.s. map A → A if for any subset M ⊂ A of zero measure, the sets g(A) and g −1 (A) have zero measure. Equivalently there is a function g ′ (a), which is called Radon-Nikodym derivative, such that for any measurable subset
and g ′ (a) = 0 a.s. on A. The Radon-Nikodym derivative satisfies the usual chain rule
By Gms(A) we denote the group of bijective a.s. maps A → A leaving the measure α quasi-invariant.
Fix p. For any s ∈ R the group Gms(A) acts in L p (A, α) by isometric operators
Due to the chain rule they satisfy
3 Markov category
Bistochastic kernels and Markov operators discussed below is a standard topic, see, e.g., [22] , [7] , [12] , [3] .
3.1. Markov category. The objects of the category Mar are Lebesgue spaces with probability measures. A morphism p : (A, α) → (B, β) (a bistochastic kernel) is a measure p on A × B such that -the pushforward of p under the projection A × B → A is α; -the pushforward of p under the projection A × B → B is β. We denote the set of all morphisms p : (A, α) → (B, β) by Mar(A, B).
where u M (b) is a positive function 1. Similarly, consider the restriction of q to B × K and represent its pushforward
measures. We can regard morphisms p ∈ Mar(A, B) as matrices P = p ij such that
If p ∈ Mar(A, B), q ∈ Mar(B, C), then the product is given by
where ∆ β is the diagonal matrix with entries β j .
3.4. Special case: absolutely continuous kernels. Let p : A × B → R be a nonnegative integrable function satisfying the conditions
Then we can define the bistochastic kernel p on A × B by Proof. Fix c such that q(b, c) ∈ L 1 (B). The following integral converges
Applying the Fubini theorem we get that the integral 3.2 converges for almost all a.
3.5. Automorphisms. Let (A, α) be a space with continuous measure. Let g ∈ Ams(A). Consider the map ι g : A → A×A given by ι(a) = a, g(a) . Denote by ξ[g] the pushforward of α under this map. Obviously,
3.6. Convergence. A sequence p j ∈ Mar(A, B) converges to p j ∈ Mar(A, B) if for any subsets M ⊂ A, N ⊂ B, 
3.7.
Another language and equivalent definition of the product. For p ∈ Mar(A, B) consider the projection A × B → B. We have conditional probability measures p b (a) on almost all fibers, they satisfy the equation
or, more precisely, for any subset
Informally, we can consider p as a map A → B, which sends each point a ∈ A to a measure p a on B (or spread each a along B).
For any o ∈ Mar(Z, A), we have
The product of p ∈ Mar(A, B), q ∈ Mar(B, C) can be regarded as double spreading. Formally, let p a , q b be the corresponding systems of conditional measures. Then the system r a (c) corresponding to r = q • p is r a (c) = B q b (c) dp a (b).
Markov operators.
For a bistochastic kernel p ∈ Mar(A, B) we define the operator T (p) by Evidently.
3.9. Conditional expectations. Let X : A = ∪ r∈R X r be a measurable partition of A, let (R, ρ) be the quotient space, π : A → R be the projection. Also define the morphism
Let us describe these measures more explicitly. The measure
The measure t[A; X] can be defined by
In notation of Subsection 2.5,
Now let p ∈ Mar(A, B), let X : A = ∪X i , Y : B = ∪Y j be countable measurable partitions. First, consider the measure
Both spaces A/X, B/Y are discrete. Therefore the measure u is defined by a matrix with non-negative elements, it is given by
Next, consider
This measure is given by
where M ⊂ A, N ⊂ B are measurable subsets of non-zero measure.
3.10. Definition of the product in the terms of approximations. Let X (1) , X (2) , . . . be a sequence of countable partitions of A. We say that it is approximating if for each p the partition X (p+1) is a refinement of X (p) and the sigma-algebra generated by all partitions coincides with the sigma-algebra of all measurable sets in A. Now let A, B, C be spaces with probability measures and X (p) , Y (q) , Z (r) be approximating sequences of partitions of A, B, C respectively. Proposition 3.6 The product of p ∈ Mar(A, B), q ∈ Mar(B, C) equals to
Products inside brackets is nothing but writing of matrices as in (3.3). Product of two brackets is the product of matrices as in (3.1) . In this way we get a measure on A × C and after this pass to the limit.
Semiring of measures on R ×
This section is a preparation to the definition of polymorphisms.
Semiring
Evidently, if µ, ν ∈ M ▽ , then µ + ν ∈ M ▽ We also equip the set M ▽ by the convolution (µ, ν) → µ * ν defined in the usual way,
Evidently, M ▽ is closed with respect to the convolution. Indeed
Substituting u = 0 and u = 1 we get µ * ν ∈ M ▽ . Next, we define the involution
We say that a sequence µ j ∈ M ▽ converges to µ ∈ M ▽ if for any bounded continuous function f (t) on R × we have convergences
In other words we require weak convergences (see. e.g. [9] , Sect. 12.1) of two sequences of measures µ j → µ, tµ j → tµ.
Mellin transform.
For a measure µ ∈ M ▽ , we define its Mellin transform by
Remark. Pass to the variable s := ln t. The measure ν(s) = µ(ln t) is a measure on R, the conditions (4.2) transform to
The function Φ(u) is the characteristic function (or Fourier transform) of the measure µ. This topic is quite standard (see, e.g., [8] ), however we have not a convenient for our purpose reference. 
In particular, Φ µ (u) is bounded in the strip 0 Re u 1.
Proof. Convergence of integral (4.3) is obvious. Let prove uniform continuity:
We split this integral as a sum of integrals over domains t < 1/A, 1/A t B, t > B. We have
For sufficiently large B this integral is as small as desired. In the same way we estimate the integral over t < 1/A:
Next, we fix A, B, Proof. By a Paley-Wiener theorem [5] , Theorem 7.4.2, Φ is a Fourier transform of a tempered distribution ν(s) on R. Applying the Bochner theorem (see, e.g. [9] , Sect. 15.1) to the function Φ(iw) we get that ν(s) is a finite positive measure. Applying the Bochner theorem to Φ(1 + iw), we get that e s · ν(s) is a finite measure. Passing to the variable t = e s we get the desired statement.
Proof. a) is obvious, it was proved above in (4.1); b) also is obvious. Pointwise convergence is evident, proof of uniform convergence coincides with the standard proof, see [9] , 13.2.C.
pointwise, then µ j converges to µ.
Assume that the sequence Φ µj (iw) converges pointwise to some function Ψ(iw) and Φ µj (1 + iw) converges pointwise to some function Θ(1 + iw). If Ψ(iw), Θ(1 + iw) are continuous at w = 0, then µ j converges to some µ ∈ M ▽ and Φ(iw) = Ψ(iw), Φ(1 + iw) = Θ(1 + iw).
Proof. Let us prove b). By the continuity theorem (see, e.g., [9] , Theorem 15.2), the sequence µ j weakly converges to a measure µ and t · µ j weakly converges to a measure ν. Let f (t) be a continuous function with compact support. Then
Therefore ν(t) = tµ(t) and µ j converges to µ in M ▽ .
Exotics: semirings
All statements of this section can be extended automatically to this semiring. The only difference: the Mellin transform Φ(u) is defined in the strip
Notice also that for µ ∈ M ▽ , the measure ν(t) We denote the set of all polymorphism A B by Pol(A, B). There is a well-defined associative product
Formal definition is given in Subsection 5.6. Before this we consider several simple cases.
Special case: category
Mar. Now let A, B be spaces with probability measures. Any p ∈ Mar(A, B) can be regarded as an element of Pol(A, B), we simply consider the pushforward of the measure p under the embedding
Special case: M
▽ . Consider single-point spaces A and B, denote by α and β their measures. Then a polymorphism A B is a measure on R
The product of P : A B, Q : B C coincides with convolution of measures.
Special case: Discrete spaces.
Let spaces A, B be discrete, a i , b j be their points, α i , β j be measures of points. A measure P on A × B × R × can be regarded as a matrix, whose matrix elements are nonnegative measures p ij ∈ M ▽ , these measures satisfy additional conditions i R × t dp ij = β j ; (5.1)
For P ∈ Pol(A, B), Q ∈ Pol(B, C), their product R is defined by
where * denotes the convolution in M ▽ . In fact, we multiply matrices whose elements are measures ∈ M ▽ , see (3.1). 5.5. Special case. Absolutely continuous kernels. Let p : A × B → M ▽ be a measurable function. We define the measure P on A × B × R × in the following way. For measurable subsets M ⊂ A, N ⊂ B, K ⊂ R we set
then P is a polymorphism. In this case, we say that P is absolutely continuous. Evidently, a polymorphism P is absolutely continuous if the projection of P to A × B is a measure absolutely continuous with respect to α × β.
Remark. This includes the case discussed in the previous subsection. For a matrix p ij , the function p is given by Proof. To prove a) we write the integral
and change the order of integration. By the Fubini theorem the integral
is convergent a.s. Next, we repate the same for the integral
b) is straightforward.
5.6. Definition of the product. Let P ∈ Pol(A, B). For any measurable subsets M ⊂ A, N ⊂ B we have a measure p[M × N ] ∈ M ▽ defined as pushforward of P under the projection
In this sense we can regard P as a M ▽ -valued measure p(·) on A × B.
Lemma 5.2 a) Let P ∈ Pol(A, B). For any measurable subset M ⊂ A there is a system of measures p M,b (t), where b ranges in B, on R × defined for almost all b ∈ B such that for any measurable N ⊂ N we have
Proof. a) Consider pushforwards of tP under the projections
The measure q(p(tP)) is dominated by β. Therefore there are well-defined conditional measures σ N,b (t) on the fibers of the projection B × R × → B. The total measure σ M,b is 1; We define the measures
We consider pushforwards of Q under the maps
Now we assign the element
to the subset M × K ⊂ A × C and come to M ▽ -valued measure on A × C.
Lemma 5.3 a) r is a countably additive M ▽ -valued measure on A × C.
b) The measure r determines a polymorphism A C.
Lemma is proved in the next subsection. b) b)
Proof is the same.
Proof of Lemma 5.3.a.
. By (5.6), this implies finite additivity.
To prove countable additivity consider a chain
here we applied (5.7), (5.12); since the function 1 is positive, we can change the order of integration. Next,
here we applied (5.11), (5.10).
In the same way we show that
Proof of Lemma 5.3.b.
we applied (5.13) and (5.7). Next,
we applied (5.9) and (5.11).
5.8. Involution. Let P ∈ Pol(A, B). We define P ⋆ ∈ Pol(B, A) as the measure t −1 P(a, b, t −1 ) regarded as a measure on B × A × R × .
Lemma 5.7 For P ∈ Pol(A, B), Q ∈ Pol(B, C), we have
Proof. Multiplying P ⋆ • Q ⋆ , we get in (5.6) the expression
Convergence. Let us regard polymorphisms A
B as M ▽ -valued measures on A × B as above. Let P j , P ∈ Pol (A, B) . We say that the sequence P j converges to P if for any measurable M ⊂ A, N ⊂ B we have convergence
Theorem 5.8 The •-product is separately continuous.
Proof. We keep the notation of Subsection 5.6. Since we have an involution, it suffices to prove the one-side continuity. Let P (j) → P. The functions p M,b satisfy the condition
We wish to show that
It suffices to verify pointwise convergence of Mellin transforms on lines u = iw, u = 1 + iw. We have
The factor {F (b)} in the curly brackets is a bounded function, see (5.12). The
and its L 1 -norm is uniformly bounded by 2α(M ) (by (5.7)). The convergence (5.14) implies weak convergence G (j) → G (see criterion in [19] ), thus the sequence (5.15) converges to 0.
Next,
Now the factor in the curly brackets is contained in L 1 (B) by (5.11), the factor in the square brackets is 2 by (5.8), i.e., it is contained in a ball in L ∞ (B).
Also the sequence in square brackets converges to 0 weakly in L ∞ . Therefore, we get the desired convergence of (5.16) to 0. (A, B) . Evidently, the product of absolutely continuous kernels is associative. On the other hand the product of polymorphisms is separately continuous. (A, B) ).
Let X : A = ∪X i , Y : B = ∪Y j be countable partitions.
Lemma 5.9 a) For P : A B the morphism
is determined by the following rule: its restriction to
This can be verified in a straightforward way. In any case the statement follows from Theorem 6.7 proved below.
For measure spaces A, B, C consider approximating sequences of countable partitions
Proposition 5.10 For any P : A B, Q : B C their product is given by
In big brackets we have polymorphisms of countable sets and their products can be evaluated as above (5.3). Now we get a sequence of measures weakly convergent to Q • P.
Proof of the proposition is given in Subsection 6.12.
Remark. Notice that a reference to a separate continuity of the product allows to claim that Q • P coincides with the iterated limit But we have a triple limit in (5.17).
Group Gms(A)
. Let A be a space with continuous measure. For g ∈ Gms(A) consider the map
Denote by I[g] the pushforfard of the measure α under this map.
This is obvious.
Theorem 5.12 Let A be a space with continuous measure. Then the group Gms(A) is dense in Pol(A, A).
Proof. Fix P ∈ Pol(A, A). Consider a finite partition X : A = ∪X j of the space A. Denote p ij = p(X i × X j ). Consider a subpartition X i = ∪Y ij of each
Consider another subpartition of each X i = ∪Z ij such that α(Z ij ) = R × t dp ij (t).
For each pair (i, j) consider a map Y ij → Z ij , whose Radon-Nikodym derivative is distributed as p ij . Joining maps X ij → Y ij we get a element g[X] of Gms(A). Now we consider an approximating sequence of partitions X [p] and come to a sequence g[X [p] ] ∈ Gms(A), which converges to P.
5.13. Dilatations. Fix a space E with continuous probability measure. Any Lebesgue space A with probability measure can be represented as a quotient space A = E/U, we simply consider the product A × [0, 1] and identify it with E. Theorem 5.13 Let A, B be spaces with probability measures, A = E/U, B = E/V, where E is a space with continuous measure. For any P ∈ Pol(A, B) there is g ∈ Gms(A) such that
Proof. First, without loss of generality we can assume that the measures on A and B are continuous. Otherwise consider spaces
Consider the map A× B × R × → A, which can be regarded as polymorphism m[...] : P A (the product A × B × R × is equipped with the measure P). Consider also the space A × B × R × equipped with the measure t · P the map A × B × R × → B, which can be regarded as a polymorphism B A × B × R × .
Thus we have an identical map
6 Markov-Mellin transform 6.1. Markov-Mellin transform. Let u = v + iw range in the strip
) is continuous and positive definite in the strip Π and holomorphic in the open strip.
The last statement is obtained by a substitution t → t −1 to (6.2). As an immediate corollary of Lemma 6.1, we get the following theorem.
Theorem 6.4 a) For each u = v + iw ∈ Π there exists a linear operator
We say that the map u → T u (P) is the Markov-Mellin transform of P, it is a holomorphic operator-valued function in the strip Π.
Direct definition of Markov-Mellin transform.
First, we reformulate the definition of polymorphism. Fix a polymorphism P : A B. Consider the map A × B × R → A. For each a ∈ A we consider the conditional (probability) measure P a (b, t) on B ×R × . Next, consider the map B ×R × → B. Denote the pushforward of P a (b, t) by P a (b). By P a,b (t) we denote the conditional measures on the fibers. We get
(6.5) Thus we can define a polymorphism in the terms of two systems of conditional measures P a (b), P a,b (t). These measures are probabilistic and satisfy the integral identity corresponding to the condition 2
• for polymorphisms (see Subsection 5.1):
This holds for all g ∈ L 1 (B). The identity also can be written as
In square brackets we have a product of an integrable function and a measure.
Theorem 6.5 For P : A B and g ∈ L 1 (B) we have
For absolutely continuous kernels the formula is more transparent. Let p : A × B : M ▽ be the same function as in Subsection 5.5.
Proposition 6.6
6.3. Some properties of Markov-Mellin transform.
Theorem 6.7 a) For any P ∈ Pol(A, B), Q ∈ Pol(B, C), we have
The following statement is obvious. Theorem 6.9 a) Let u → T u be a function on the strip Π taking values in the space of bounded operators
are continuous and bounded for u ∈ Π and holomorphic in the open strip; ii) for nonnegative f , g the functions ϕ f,g (u) are positive definite in Π;
iii) ϕ 0 (1, 1) = 1, ϕ 1 (1, 1) = 1. Then T u = T u (P) for a unique P ∈ Pol(A, B).
b) The polymorphism P is determined by the condition:
for all measurable M ⊂ A, B ⊂ B.
6.5. Convergence.
Theorem 6.10 a) If P j converges to P, then for each u ∈ Π the operators T u (P j ) weakly converge 9 to T u (P).
b) Let P j , P ∈ Pol(A, B). Let T u (P j ) converges weakly to T u (P) for each u ∈ Π. Then P j converges to P. It suffices to require the weak convergence on the lines u = iw and u = 1 + iw.
6.6. Proof of Lemma 6.1 (inequality for bilinear form). To obtain the assertion a) we apply the Hölder inequality (see [9] , Sect. 
, g ∈ L r (B) are non-negative, then the function Ψ(u) = S u (P, f, g) is positive definite in the strip (6.10). c) If P j ∈ Pol(A, B) converges to P, then for any f ∈ L p (A), g ∈ L r (B), and u being in the strip (6.10), we have S u (P j ; f, g) → S u (P; f, g). By the definition of our conditional measures (see (6.5)) we have dP a,b (t) dP a (b) α(a) = dP(a, b, t) and we get S u (f, g). 6.11. Proof of Theorem 6.7. The statement is obvious for absolutely continuous kernels. By separate continuity of the product of polymorphisms and separate weak continuity of the product of operators the statement is valid always.
